Ethical Student Hackers
Tor & Cryptocurrency

The Legal Bit
●

The skills taught in these sessions allow identiﬁcation and exploitation of security vulnerabilities in
systems. We strive to give you a place to practice legally, and can point you to other places to
practice. These skills should not be used on systems where you do not have explicit permission
from the owner of the system. It is VERY easy to end up in breach of relevant laws, and we can
accept no responsibility for anything you do with the skills learnt here.

●

If we have reason to believe that you are utilising these skills against systems where you are not
authorised you will be banned from our events, and if necessary the relevant authorities will be
alerted.

●

Remember, if you have any doubts as to if something is legal or authorised, just don't do it until you
are able to conﬁrm you are allowed to.

Code of Conduct
●

Before proceeding past this point you must read and agree to our Code of Conduct - this is a
requirement from the University for us to operate as a society.

●

If you have any doubts or need anything clariﬁed, please ask a member of the committee.

●

Breaching the Code of Conduct = immediate ejection and further consequences.

●

Code of Conduct can be found at
https://shefesh.com/downloads/SESH%20Code%20of%20Conduct.pdf

Tor

What is Tor?
-

-

Tor refers to “The Onion Router” and represents a network of volunteer-ran nodes through which you
ﬁrst connect to three different nodes before accessing the ordinary internet (“clearnet”), and to six
different nodes before connecting to its special “dark web”, consisting of .onion websites.
Its name refers to the fact that there are layers of protection for the users, just like a peeled onion
has many layers.
Its goals are to improve user privacy and freedom of expression.

History
-

Tor hasn’t always been widely available to the masses.
In fact, it was initially a project of the US Navy, developed in the mid 1990s to protect conﬁdential
communications in the country.
Its alpha version was launched in 2002, and the ﬁrst public release happened in 2003.
In 2004, its code was made public under a free licence, making it open-source.

Different types of “webs”
-

The concepts of “deep web” and “dark web” are usually misunderstood
The clearnet is the ordinary internet and contains information that search engines can ﬁnd
The deep web is also part of the ordinary internet but its information is not indexed by search
engines; its size is much bigger than clearnet’s
The dark web represents the websites that are accessible through Tor.

Tor nodes
-

A typical Tor circuit on clearnet websites consists of three nodes: entry, middle and exit.
The entry node can see your IP address and knows which middle node to connect to.
The middle node knows the entry and exit nodes.
The exit node knows the middle node and the website to connect to, and also does the connection
to the website.
Bridge nodes are hidden nodes used by people in countries where the internet is heavily regulated.
You can choose your nodes by country in the torrc conﬁguration ﬁle or even run your own node, but
running an exit node is dangerous because you never know what websites people will access.

Source

Tor Browser
-

Tor and the Tor Browser are not actually the same thing.
The Tor network is the collection of nodes, while the browser is the software that makes use of the
nodes to access and display websites for the users.
The Tor Browser is, in fact, a modiﬁed version of the open-source browser Mozilla Firefox, tweaked
in order to achieve improved privacy and security.
It can be found on its oﬃcial website, https://www.torproject.org/ .

Using the Tor Browser
-

Using Tor and its browser is legal (unless you live in a country that banned them, which can be
dangerous or raise suspicions), but participating in illegal activities when using them is not.
The browser can be easily downloaded from the download page, Tor Project | Download .
You may have noticed it does not cover your entire screen, that is done to make it harder to identify
you by your screen dimensions.
Once installed, connect to Tor and visit a clearnet website.

Using the Tor Browser
-

You can then see your circuit of nodes and request a new one for a speciﬁc website.
You can begin your browsing journey while double-checking the websites you want to visit.

Using the Tor Browser
-

You will ﬁnd normal websites that simply have an .onion address and some Tor-exclusive websites
with various content.

Is Tor truly secure?
-

Even with everything that it offers, the truth is that Tor is not 100% secure and attacks/vulnerabilities
have been found over the years.
At the same time, apart from seeing vulnerabilities, there is no clear way for people to know how
compromised the network or the browser currently is or what governments are capable of.

Tor & Cryptocurrencies
-

Tor and cryptocurrencies can be related to each other because you can make payments go through
the Tor network for added layers of security and privacy.

Cryptocurrency

Cryptocurrency

A digital currency using cryptography to secure
transactions

Bitcoin - Background
Proposed by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008
(Fake name, 1 person vs group of people, nationality…all unknown)

●
●
●

Digital coins being transferred to users through electronic signatures
Transactions added to blockchain for veriﬁcation
Removes requirement for ﬁnancial authority (bank etc.)

Read Bitcoin whitepaper
https://www.ussc.gov/sites/default/ﬁles/pdf/training/annual-national-training-seminar/2018/Emerging_T
ech_Bitcoin_Crypto.pdf

Bitcoin - Beginner Terms
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Cryptographic public key - Key assigned to recipient. Publicly available to everyone want to send the
recipient an encrypted message
Cryptographic private key - Key assigned to recipient. Private to recipient only and used for
decrypted a received message
Cryptographic hash - Created by a hash function. A hash function maps an input to a distinct output
of ﬁxed length. Irreversible

Address - Hash of a public key. Attributed to a cryptocurrency user in control of the private key.
Bitcoins registered here
Wallet - Store of private and public key pairs
Block - Group of new accepted transactions
Blockchain - Distributed and public ledger of all Bitcoin transactions

Bitcoin - Transaction
https://www.ussc.gov/sites/default/ﬁles/pdf/training/annual-national-training-seminar/2018/Emerging_Tech_Bitcoin_Crypto.pdf

Blockchain

https://developer.bitcoin.org/devguide/block_chain.html

Mining Bitcoin
Create a new block on the blockchain -> Create new Bitcoins
Done through computationally complex operation
●
●

Find a value when hashed contains a minimum number of leading 0s and is also below a set target
Nonce = Number of minimum required leading 0s

Block diﬃculty is adjusted every 2,016 blocks
Block reward is halved every 210,000 blocks
Block owners will receive Bitcoin transaction fees for any transactions on the block

Using Bitcoin
1. RESEARCH A LOT
2.
3.
4.

Choose a wallet - Hardware vs software, company, legal restrictions in your country…
Get some Bitcoin - In return for goods/services, buy from an exchange
Spend

Recommended platforms to get started:
●
●
●

Exchanges - Coinbase, eToro, crypto.com
Wallets - Many exchanges also offer wallet services, Exodus
Viewing the blockchain - blockchain.com/explorer

Challenges
1.

When was the ETH block 14648855
mined?

4.

April 24, 2022 at 6:48 PM GMT+1
2.

What was the reward for mining this
block?

Approx. $1,480.16 USD
5.

3.

What is the current value of this Bitcoin
address
bc1q87shjz3tr9u3dty5dcu334zm78c8c4c
pufgask?

Approx. $6,703.35 USD

Which address sent the 0.00867699 BTC
to this Bitcoin address?

What was the total of the transaction fees
for this block?

bc1qt7jt8gql3tcljh2trdusjgdt4l66re9x8edt
2x

Approx. $898.87 USD
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Upcoming
Sessions
What’s up next?
www.shefesh.com/sessions

Red Teamer’s Viewpoint - 2nd of May
Blue Teamer’s Viewpoint - 9th of May

Any Questions?

www.shefesh.com
Thanks for coming!

